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UNICAP under Internal Revenue Code Section 263A is a federal tax provision that requires a

taxpayer to defer certain current expenses by adding them to their year end inventory values

for income tax purposes. The impact for most dealerships usually was a small annual

adjustment to taxable income. In 2005 IRS dealership audits modified their interpretation of

UNICAP and began proposing audit adjustments equal to as much as 5 to 10 percent of yearend

inventory balances. In 2007, the IRS formally adopted this new position and in the fall of 2009

provided their field agents with specific guidance on how to quantify these significant

adjustments. In addition, the IRS notified dealer taxpayers that they had until the end of 2010

to change their method of accounting to comply with this new interpretation. The financial
impact to dealerships was potentially catastrophic.

In 2010, NADA was successful in facilitating a discussion with IRS and United States Treasury

officials with representatives from NADA, two dealer CPA�’s and one dealer. This discussion has

led to the IRS adjusting its position on UNICAP with the November 9, 2010 release of a safe

harbor UNICAP method (Rev Proc 2010 44).

Rev Proc 2010 44 is a significant victory for dealers. As a practical matter, the Revenue

Procedure puts to rest the concern of a significant tax liability as a result of UNICAP. The new

safe harbor method clarifies and restates the IRS�’ position on UNICAP for dealerships and

provides 2 different safe harbor methods that dealerships can use to satisfy UNICAP compliance.

A dealership has the option to implement either or both of these safe harbor methods by filing a

timely form 3115, Application for Change in Accounting Method, with the IRS. We strongly

encourage all eligible dealers to review this with their dealership tax preparers. We feel that

electing the safe harbors will benefit most if not all dealerships. If these safe harbors are not

elected, this could subject the dealer to significant UNICAP adjustments.

If you need assistance in analyzing your particular situation, please contact:

Dick Heider or Jim Tanner
Heider, Tanner and Dirks, Inc.
303 393 0615
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